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micro 
basics, demand and supply 
Basic Economic problem 

  Water scarcity in India -> need to resolve for what use? Agricultural exports, own industries, 
safe drinking water for residents 

  Food vs fuel -> Brazil uses 25% ethanol biofuel to produce gasoline 
 
Demand determinants 
Shift Right: 

  Normal goods & prices of substitutes: UK owned housing (due to their rising incomes + low 
interest rates of bank loans for purchasing houses + higher price of renting=substitutes) 

  Changing tastes and preferences: Quinoa (attributed to Oprah Winfrey promoting it in 2008) 
  Inferior goods: Fast food in France, their incomes are falling 
  Population demographics: China’s growing population D for imports, Singapore’s ageing 

population D for medical services etc. 
o  China food demand -> expected to increase 69% to 98% 

  Expectation of a price increase (imposition of indirect tax or minimum price) 
o In South Korea, the year prior to the implementation of the tax hike in 2017 saw a 

significant rise in demand for cigarettes. Consumers unwilling and/or unable to pay 
the higher price hoarded whilst it was relatively cheaper in 2016. 

  Change in price of substitutes: 
o The hike in cigarette tax by the government in West Virginia (US) in 2016 was 

assessed to have driven consumers who were unwilling and/or unable to pay the 
higher prices to turn to neighboring states which have lower tax rates, thereby 
increasing the demand for cigarettes in these markets. 

Shift Left: 
  Prices of substitutes: Landline phones to mobile phones, newspapers to online news  
  Inferior goods: Public transport in China, their incomes are rising 

 
Supply determinants 
Shift right: 

  New technology/COP: Fracking caused oil supply to rise by 60 million a day since the 1990s  
  New technology/COP: Vertical farming increased food production by 100 tonnes 
  Subsidies - (below) 
  Expectations: During Irish property boom of 1996-2006, an estimated 700,000 new houses 

were built. When the property market collapsed, the market was left with a fundamental 
oversupply. Vacancy rates reached 15%, and with supply exceeding demand, prices fell 50% 

Shift Left: 
  Supply shock: 2010 salmonella outbreak in US, 40% decline in normal egg prices, increased 

demand for organic “safer” eggs  
  Supply shock (disaster): 2011 Japan tsunami and earthquake, destroyed many factors of 

production, thus shifting the supply of most goods to the left. 
  Weather shock: distribution of gas and electricity in Europe became difficult in 2017 as pipes 

froze, hence prices rose 
  War shock: Syria (especially industries that are not agricultural; devastated 50% infrastructure) 
  Producer expectations: Global demand of wheat and corn rising since 2010, so US farmers 

clearing land to plant [also since Russia banned their wheat exports, they are expecting 
higher profits] 

  COP/Worker expectations: China: migrant workers’ wages increasing dramatically since 2003, 
rapidly falling number of farmers as they seek manufacturing jobs in cities  
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o Effectiveness of legislation: Fined Google a record $5bn; directly hurting profit motive 
and discouraging anticompetitive behavior 

o Ineffectiveness of legislation: The monopolist may have political clout if it is a major 
contributor to the economy in terms of GDP and employment, which may render the 
policy ineffective 

 In the US, there are concerns over large tech companies like Google, Facebook, 
Amazon, Microsoft and Apple who are dominating 

o Ineffectiveness of fines: Transdigm (global producer of engineered aerospace 
components, systems and subsystems) predatory pricing scandal. $16 million fine 
imposed by govt, but this was only 0.18% of TDG's cumulative 5-year gross profit. 
=> ineffective. Penalties not deterrent enough 

o Difficulty in detecting exploitative behavior 
 
2. Nationalization of private monopoly 

 1946- The Bank of England was nationalized 
 Private water operators in Paris raised tariffs by 265% over several years, despite cumulative 

inflation being 70.3%, so the water supply services were nationalized 
 

3. Privatization of public monopoly (inefficient) 
 Telstra, Qantas, Commonwealth bank, Public Transport 
 UK Royal Mail, following footsteps of other EU countries 

o Belgium’s postal service returned to profitability soon after its part-privatisation in 2006 
and it now enjoys profit margins of 17%. Similar increases in productivity and 
profitability can be seen at Austria Post and at Deutsche Post. Both companies have 
profit margins double that of Royal Mail. 

 Prior to privatization, UK industries such as telecoms were incurring heavy losses, but 
collectively the revenue generated from sales raised £2 billion. 

 Ineffectiveness, when governments still interfere: 
o British Gas Corporation under pressure to hold oil prices down during OPEC shocks; 

causes shortages and more imports, unprofitable 
 

4. Regulation 
 AC pricing – Singapore electricity forced to price their services at their average cost 

o Yet, average cost pricing also has disadvantages. A monopolist in a free, unregulated 
market faces incentives to keep its average costs low, in order to maximize profits. If 
through regulation it is guaranteed a price equal to its average costs, it loses this 
incentive. Even if average costs go up due to inefficiency, it will still receive a price 
covering its costs. 

o Another possible disadvantage is that the regulated monopoly may continue to survive 
as a monopoly, even though it may stop being a natural monopoly (if technological 
improvements change cost conditions, such as in telecommunications/distributions). 
Continued regulation provides protection to the firm from new competitors that would 
have been able to produce more efficiently. (similar to predatory pricing) 

 AC pricing – Hong Kong electricity companies are allowed a fixed profit rate based on their 
capital; govt regulates and inspects their charges 

 MC pricing -  
 
5. Trade liberalization/lower BTE 

 The taxi industry used to be a monopoly especially in New York (it still is in places like Hong 
Kong); now – Uber and Grab (multinational) 

 Ineffective: The monopolist may possess adequate resources for it to strengthen the barriers 
to entry (eg: engage in predatory pricing), thus denying consumers of the potential benefits 
of trade liberalisation. 

o In India: allegations of predatory pricing against major cab aggregator Ola. 
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Pollution permits / cap and trade effectiveness & limitations 

 EU emissions trading system – 21% reduction in emissions 
 Kyoto protocol (also a cap and trade system) failed – carbon usage even increased. Because 

the trading was done by financial investors who are profit motivated, not caring about 
reducing carbon emissions. They make large profits on trade and re-sale, when there are 
large fluctuations. (goes against idea that cap and trade should be stable so businesses can 
plan) (2012) 

 
Legislation and regulations effectiveness & limitations 

 China made installation of pollution abatement equipment compulsory, hefty fines 
o Many international corporations have been hit with fines or orders to shut down, forcing 

them to either retreat or spend heavily on upgrades. 
o Japan's Toppan Printing fined 2.35 million yuan ($368,000) in March 2017 for violating 

China's air pollution standards  
 China faced problems in setting these due to ineffective data collection across towns and 

villages 
o In some instances, the cost of the regulation may be higher than the net efficiency 

gains it creates 
 
Advertising effectiveness 

 Negative externalities: Singapore’s ‘I want Germany to win’ anti-gambling ad conveyed 
opposite message (ineffective) 

 Negative externalities: Singapore HPB’s 2007 anti-smoking adverts (Ineffective) 
 Efficient: effects can be shared out; eg advertising one mode of public transport 

o But cannot quantify amount of advertising that corresponds to MEB/MEC etc 
o Advertising can further raise prices of providing merit goods, eg healthcare/screening 

 Negative externalities: Australia’s “Last Dance” anti-smoking ad (Effective, 71%) 
 Positive externalities: HIV and STI testing, “GYT: Get Yourself Tested” (United States), 

appearances on MTV and social media made campaign effective 
 
Evaluation of info failure vs affordability as causation/source of market failure 

 Gave mosquito nets to developing countries, they knew of its MPB but still used it as fishing 
nets, because this generates higher income for them  

 Education in developing countries: opportunity cost too high, children become liabilities 
 Electric cars (merit good) + awareness schemes; issue is not the valuation, but affordability 

o Singapore labelling/band classification schemes are ineffective, but rebates and 
surcharges create a bigger impact 

 Preventative healthcare checkups 
 
Direct provision of public/merit good 

 Public: roads – US overprovision as many highways are not used (political measures) 
 Public: sewage system – South Hampshire, UK – underprovided  
 Merit: public transport - New York subways, Japan & Singapore rails 

o Positive consequences 
 Japan shinkansen: the value of the time saving is approximately ¥ 500 billion 

per year. 
 Redevelopment of towns near the stations 
 Increase in employment and tourism 

o Negative consequences 
 New York subway: inefficiency - worst on-time record in the world, govt failure 

- underproduction  
 Merit: Education 
 Merit: Healthcare – US Medicaid and Medicare 
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 Expansionary monetary  

- Effective: Brazil, South Africa, Russia -> came out of recession.  
- Effective: India cut interest rates from 7.5% to 6%, as demand fell due to a drop in private 

sector demand and exports (However, the overall slowdown in growth was cushioned by a 
large increase in government spending). Indians taking more loans for big-ticket purchases 
such as homes, renovations etc 

- Ineffective: Japan 
o Liquidity trap: ineffective. Real rates are almost 0. 

- Eurozone inflation rate dropped into deflationary territory at -0.6% in February 2015, therefore 
ECB used negative interest rates 

o Effective 
o However, banks have reduced profitability despite larger volume of loans 

- Banks’ reluctance to lend: This happened in the US in 1991 and then in 2008-09 and 2009-
10, when global financial crisis occurred. This situation also seems to have occurred in India 
in 2008-09 following the global financial crisis. 

o Monetary policy is ultimately ineffective if commercial banks are unwilling to follow 
 
growth/gdp 
GDP problems of measurement  

- Informal sector – Mexico drug cartels 
- External costs – china pollution, Indonesia citarum river 

o the economic growth from the textile sector brings with it a tremendous environmental 
expense. 

o Fishermen do not catch fish anymore, they instead find valuable garbage in the river 
and sell that as their income source 

- GDP is just an average – South African income inequality  
- Composition of output – WW2 America spending on military   
- Leisure time – Japan, more than 40h work week 
- Inflation/domestic price levels – japan vs Venezuela 
- Non mkt economies – Cambodia (subsistence farming) vs USA (Large scale) 

 
Periods of high growth/low growth and causes 

 Types of investment 
 UK: 1992-2007 sustained actual and potential growth because investment helped create 

new jobs and better labor relations. 
 Egypt: not enough investment and this is stifling growth, faces a USD 230 bn investment 

gap in infrastructure over the coming 20 years  
 US: growth raised due to investment which increased productivity 

o As example total factor productivity has risen 3.2% in each of the last 2 years, the 
highest rate since the Bureau of Labor Statistics started keeping tabs in 1987. We 
can produce the same output today with 7% less labor than two years ago. 

 Turkey: NO relationship found between foreign portfolio investment and growth 
 Vietnam: Samsung – the largest foreign investor in Việt Nam, is one such success story 

demonstrating the ability of the country to facilitate FDI companies. Samsung has proved 
itself a ‘giant’ in the Vietnamese market, with not only huge investment but also many 
positive spillover effects. In just a decade, Samsung has increased its investment capital 
in Việt Nam from $670 million to over $17.3 billion, a 26-fold increase 

 Immigration: UK (helped fill labor shortages, shift PPC out) 
 Technology 

 Solow estimated that almost 90 percent of US output came thanks to technological change 
 Access to the internet impacts growth in sub-Saharan Africa 

 
Growth and unemployment relationship 
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